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He has been studying and presenting Anthony Philip Heinrich since 1998, when he first
became acquainted with Heinrich's life and work in John Tasker Howard's extensive book
"Our American Music" as a part of his studies for his Diploma Thesis entitled "Piano work of
Composers of the United States of America". Since then, Farský has featured Heinrich´s
compositions at concerts with other authors, and he has been cooperating with artists,
music scientists and institutions both in Europe and the United States.
The new impulse in his activities came with his studies at the University of Economics in
Prague, from which he graduated with the degree in economy (Ing. – Master of Economy) at
the Faculty of Business Administration.
As a topic of his thesis, he chose the creation of strategies and methods of socio-economic
animation. As a suitable subject of this work, P. Farský chose his favourite A. P. Heinrich. The
diploma thesis was titled: Strategies and Methods of Socio-Economic Animation of the
Anthony Philip Heinrich´s Music Work. There the strategy and the main goals were set that
Pavel Farský has fulfilled gradually: Establishment of the A. P. Heinrich International Society,
cooperation with artists and institutions, website (http://anthony-philip-heinrich.com/en/),
music show in which he plays piano pieces and tells about Heinrich´s life. On the Czech Radio
- Vltava he featured Heinrich in the radio show Academy, where in more than 100 minutes,
he tells about the composer's life and introduces other artists who interpret Heinrich´s
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